Dear Valued Cash Card Clients,

Please be advised that issuance of new Cash Card (formerly ABC Cash Card) will be discontinued effective May 18, 2020 to give way to a new and exciting Prepaid product which provides you with a more fulfilling and complete prepaid experience.

Existing Cash Card accounts will continue to be serviced until Cash Card deactivation date is announced.

Refer to the table below for the product features of PNB Prepaid Card:

- Earn points when you spend using your PNB-PAL Mabuhay Miles Prepaid Mastercard and redeem for Mabuhay Miles
- Accepted at any BancNet, MegaLink, or ExpressNet ATMs in the Philippines
- Accepted here and abroad at Mastercard and Maestro affiliated shops and ATMs
- Load in PHP and convert to 10 available currencies wallets
- Top up using PHP currency at any PNB branch or PNB Cash Accept Machine (CAM) with limit up to PHP100,000

Accepted at any BancNet, MegaLink, or ExpressNet ATMs in the Philippines
- Accepted here and abroad at Mastercard and Maestro affiliated shops and ATMs
- Top up at any PNB branch, PNB ATM, or PNB CAM
- Top up using PHP currency at any PNB branch or PNB Cash Accept Machine (CAM) with limit up to PHP100,000

To learn more about PNB Prepaid Cards, you may visit www.pnb.com.ph

For inquiries and clarifications, you may call or visit your maintaining PNB branch.

Thank you for banking with Philippine National Bank.